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THE ARTS 

BTEC First Award in Music (Music Technology) Level 2 

3 
THE FACTS 

MUSIC 

TECH 

Coursework (Managing a Music Product, Music Recording, and Music Sequencing)  
makes up 75%. 
 
Exam (The Music Industry) makes up the remaining 25% 
 
People who study Music Technology go on to become sound engineers, mixers,  
DJs, music journalists, events coordinators, stage crew, lighting and sound techni-
cians, stylists, roadies, venue staff, promotors, A and R, runners, instrumentalists, 
teachers,  
work for record labels and companies, work as talent scouts.....the list is endless! 



1 WHAT IS IT? 

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY 

2 WHY STUDY IT? 

Music Technology allows students to explore the industry in its entirety, 
looking at the collaborative nature of music, from the unsung hero of the 
‘roadie’ to the world renowned ‘front man’. Students explore the way the 
music industry has been shaped over time, develop skills in audio recording 
and mixing, as well as developing skills in organisation, problem solving 
and the management of people, time and resources.  
Students cover an incredibly broad and varied course that  
focuses on a number of vital elements such as promotion  
and marketing, composition and performance as well as  
looking in detail at the impact the ever growing  
entertainment industry has on both British and  
International music scenes. 

You will be creative, coming up with and making your very own music 
through sound production and sound engineering. You will have the 

 opportunity to use a range of recording and mixing software as well as 
spending time in the recording studio. You will work in collaboration with 

instrumentalists to develop live recording skills, as well as having the  
opportunity to create your own music. 

 

“Coming into the music industry, even when I was a kid,  
one thing I learned is timing is everything. You being  

prepared is everything.” 
 

Kelly Rowland 

Music Technology offers students the ability to develop a range of  
transferable skills, from becoming an effective communicator, to being 

able to problem solve and think outside the box. You will become an  
efficient and valued member of a team, as well as learning how to lead 
with confidence. You will develop a strong work ethic, enabling you to 

meet deadlines and work under pressure. 


